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VLPs = icosahedrons (viral cores)
Icosahedron (viral core) with outer envelope (surface)
A typical example of an enveloped virus with icosahedral core: Hepatitis B virus
Hepatitis B surface: RTS,S malaria vaccine
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Hepatitis B core VLPs: Packaging
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VLPs: Combination of Exposure and Packaging
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VLPs: Nanotechnological Applications

Nanomagnetic particles

Physics
Electronics
Types of VLPs

- **non-infectious empty**
- **infectious replication-competent**
- **infectious replication-noncompetent**
3D structure of the HBc platform
Human Hepatitis B Viral Capsid (Hbcag)

PDB_ID: 1QGT


Molecular Cell 3 pp. 771 (1999)
HBc: Electron microscopy – 34 nm (T=4) and 30 nm (T=3)
HBc on the size scale of the most promising VLP candidates
Hepatitis B core: T=4 and T=3

Vaccines:
- HBV
- HCV
- Malaria
- Influenza

http://viperdb.scripps.edu/
Hepatitis B core as a platform
Structural and immunological features of the HBc protein

monomer  tetramer - asymmetric unit

B epitopes  CTL epitopes
HBc tetramer: putative insertion sites

MIR: positions 79-81

C-terminal: positions 144, 161, 167, etc

Wynne et al., 1999
HBc tetramer (surface): putative insertion sites

C-terminal: positions 144, 161, 167, etc

MIR: positions 79-81

Wynne et al., 1999
HBc dimer (chains A and B - surface): putative insertion sites

MIR: positions 78-81

C-terminal: positions 142-143
HBc dimer (chains A and B): putative insertion sites

MIR: positions 78-81

C-terminal: positions 142-143
Chimeric HBc dimer (chains A and B): “successful” insertion at the MIR

modelling by 3D-JIGSAW

http://bmm.cancerresearchuk.org/~3djigsaw/
Chimeric HBc dimer (A and B - surface): “successful” insertion at the MIR

MIR: insertion at the position 78

modelling by 3D-JIGSAW

http://bmm.cancerresearchuk.org/~3djigsaw/
Protein engineering on the HBc
HBc VLPs: Expression

Promoter

HBc gene

Virus-like particles (VLPs)

- *Escherichia coli*
- *Pichia pastoris*
- *Hansenula polymorpha*
Construction of chimeric HBc VLPs: direct gene fusion
Construction of chimeric HBc VLPs: direct gene fusion
Construction of Chimeric HBc VLPs: Chemical Coupling

http://www.cytos.com
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HBc: design

DNA/RNA packaging:
- gene therapy

Surface elements:
- vaccines
- diagnostics
- gene therapy
HBc VLPs: Types of chimeric particles

- Uniform
- Mosaic
- Mosaic multi-epitope
HBc: what and where to insert?
Promoter

Surface elements

Surface elements

Hidden elements

Up to 250 foreign aa

Up to 50 foreign aa

Up to 800 foreign aa

HBc: capacity
HBc vectors
Main problems of the HBc: capacity and exposition

VECTOR CLASSES: MIR

full-length

C-terminally truncated

exposed: YES  capacity: ?  rate of success: ?

major immunodominant region (MIR) aa 79-81
Main problems of the HBc: capacity and exposition

VECTOR CLASSES: N-terminus

exposed: ?
capacity: ?
rate of success: ?
Main problems of the HBc: capacity and exposition

VECTOR CLASSES: C-terminus

full-length

C-terminally truncated

exposed: NO  capacity: HIGH  rate of success: HIGH
Main problems of the HBc: capacity and exposition

VECTOR CLASSES: C-terminus modified

full-length

1

144

183

C-terminus

exposed: YES
capacity: HIGH
rate of success: HIGH
Main problems of the HBc: capacity and exposition

VECTOR CLASSES: C-terminus modified

full-length

1
144
183

~100 foreign aa

capacity: HIGH
rate of success: HIGH

exposed: YES
Main problems of the HBc: capacity and exposition

VECTOR CLASSES: C-terminus modified

full-length

1 144 183

~30 foreign aa

exposed: YES capacity: HIGH rate of success: HIGH
Purification of chimeric HBc derivatives
Purification of chimeric HBc derivatives

YIELDS:  
- *Escherichia coli* – 100-150 mg of pure HBc from 1 l of culture
- yeast – 200-300 mg of pure HBc from 1 l of culture
Packaging of HBc particles
Chimeric HBc, which contains immunodominant T helper and CTL epitope

Agarose gel electrophoresis, ethidium bromide staining: proteins were taken in equimolar concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Full-length</th>
<th>C-terminally truncated</th>
<th>Chimeric HBc packed with CpG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1kbp M</td>
<td>HBc183</td>
<td>HBc145</td>
<td>HBc161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HBc vectors: packaging – magnetic nanoparticles
Vaccine candidates on the HBc basis
Vaccine candidates: HBV

High immunogenicity of a hydrophilic component of the hepatitis B virus preS1 sequence exposed on the surface of three virus-like particle carriers
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Vaccine candidates: HCV
Vaccine candidates: Malaria
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Vaccine candidates: flu (M2)

Comparative immunogenicity evaluations of influenza A virus M2 peptide as recombinant virus like particle or conjugate vaccines in mice and monkeys.
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Improved design and intranasal delivery of an M2e-based human influenza A vaccine.
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Vaccine candidates: flu (M2)

chemical coupling


Influenza A vaccine based on the extracellular domain of M2: weak protection mediated via antibody-dependent NK cell activity.
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more complicated fusions
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Follow-up of VLP technologies
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